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For this meeting, the Democratic People´s Republic of Korea (DPRK) will be directly
implied in the discussion, since the topic concern about sanctions, especially in our case. Our
objective is to relieve all embargos that we have been suffering, without lose our nuclear program,
because it is our government goal to keep our country independent from the western imperialism.
Since we have been victims of these sanctions, we had to look out for others ways to continue
our development program. Going further, we invested in infrastructure, energy and agriculture. We
understand the difficulties of economic growth and its impacts. Despite the sanctions, we have been
capable of providing good conditions of life to our people, leading us to conclude that our policies
are doing well.
Since the first embargo in 2006, we have seeking bilateral partnerships as well as a steady
role and presence in multilateral forums, in order to show the international community they have a
misconception regarding our country; there is no need to classify us as an “evil country”. Indeed we
still believe in one Korea and our central objective as a State will always be to achieve it. And, for
this reason, we are not giving up on our nuclear program.
For this session of United Nations Security Council, our country intents to ally with Asian
states, which understand our way to do politics and respect our culture. Our country does not see
western countries as rivals; however, we will not accept more of these condemnations. Just because
in one’s State one thing is considered wrong, it does not mean such value judgment is universal.
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